
 

Alexander Lukashenko –
The man who calls a spade
a spade (His speech at the
UN 2015)
The former American Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice called him the “last dictator 
in Europe” who needs to be removed. Other Western critics don’t lag behind either 
and often call the country “Europe’s last dictatorship”. We are talking about Alexander
Lukashenko, President of Belarus since 1994. As one of his first official acts, 
Lukashenko  turned away from the West and stopped the privatizations which of 
course went against the Western interests.

The former American Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice called him the “last dictator in 
Europe” who needs to be removed. Other Western critics don’t lag behind either and often 
call the country “Europe’s last dictatorship”. We are talking about Alexander Lukashenko, 
President of Belarus since 1994. Belarus is an Eastern European landlocked country that 
gained independency with the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991. As one of his first 
official acts, Lukashenko  turned away from the West and stopped the privatizations which of 
course went against the Western interests. On October 1st, 2015, Lukashenko described his 
domestic goals as follows, I quote: “I don’t want a bourgeois or bourgeois-democratic society 
where there is a gap between the rich, that means the business men, entrepreneurs or any 
functionaries on one hand and the common people on the other hand.” This would lead to a 
destabilization of the society – in the “Urkainian style”. A representative of the High 
Commissioner for Refugees of the UN recently praised Belarus because it received 100,000 
Ukrainian refugees. President Lukashenko had explained before, that Belarus was ready to 
receive Ukrainian refugees and to offer them accommodation and work. Lukashenko could 
count on being re-elected for his 5th term as President of Belarus on October 11th. In terms 
of foreign policy, Lukashenko also speaks clearly and lays it on the line. His statements are 
scorned by the Western press or are not mentioned at all. Here are two examples of his clear
statements: - In his State of the Nation Speech on April 20th, 2010, Lukashenko called the 
global financial crisis and swine flu pandemic a scaremongering and swindle.  I quote: “The 
authors of the crisis are swindlers, those who print money.” Prime examples had been the 
avian and swine flu. It had already been admitted half a year later that the people had been 
deceived. – On October 9th, 2012, Lukashenko said in an interview with BBC, quotation: 
“Before the Iraq war, ambassadors of the USA came to me and asked me to say in public 
that Iraq had nuclear weapons. They offered to stop the Western propaganda against 
Belarus, to initiate investments in Belarus and so on if I made this statement on Iraq. I told 
them NO.” On the 27 of September 2015, Lukashenko gave a speech in front of the UN 
general assembly in New York and explained amongst others that Belarus wants to continue 
the establishment of balanced and respectful relations to all countries all over the world. The 
country also had the intention to contribute to the regional and international security. Belarus 
was willing to share its experiences in dealing with problems with other UN members. As 
examples, Lukashenko mentioned the battle against the devastating effects of the Chernobyl 
tragedy as well as human trafficking. Lukashenko specifically stands up for the strengthening
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of the traditional family, quotation: “We are concerned about the destruction processes of the 
traditional family. It is extremely disagreeable when deviations of ethic norms and various 
social innovations are imposed on us as something natural.” In another part of his speech, 
Lukashenko mentioned the reasons of the current global trouble spots, and as usual he did 
not mince his words. 
The well-aligned mass media remains uniformly silent. But now watch the 10 minute 
recording synchronized in English. Make up your own mind if this man is a dictator, a 
nutcase, or rather a tireless visionary for the world peace who is at least worth to be listened 
at.

UN-Speech:
Mr President, 
Ladies and gentlemen, 

Sustainable development of any country is impossible without peace and security. The 
Belarusian people learned this enduring truth from their life experience. In the last century 
Belarus was the place of the bloodiest battles of the two world wars. 

Therefore, Belarus attaches particular importance to the prevention of armed conflicts and 
threats to human life. 

Having lost one third of its population in the war against the Nazis, Belarus rose from the 
ashes, and now cherishes peace and concord in the society, strives to secure the well-being 
of its people and sustainable development of the state. 

Over the years of sovereign existence Belarus has fulfilled with honor the millennium 
development goals related to eradicating extreme poverty and hunger, achieving 100% adult 
literacy, promoting gender equality, social and political stability, and preventing ethnic and 
religious discrimination. We have no maternal mortality. The child mortality is the lowest in 
the world. The democracy is about these things rather than the ideas that our Western 
teachers are trying to impose on us. 

Unfortunately, we cannot say this about the planet in general. The world has come to the UN 
Summit more divided than it has been over the past three decades. The planet has been 
rocked by numerous armed conflicts and terrorist attacks. It is sad that the growing global 
threats do not receive the adequate response. 

The balance of power that was lost with the disintegration of the Soviet Union has never 
been restored. There is no balance of power. There is no peace, no stability. This is a 
systemic crisis. In any system the power acts unchecked if it is the only power. In this 
situation it aspires only to its prosperity and solves its problems at the expense of others. 

The policy of hegemonism and national egoism leads to a wide use of pressure, sanctions, 
restrictions and military actions. As a result we lose trust in each other. 

The example of open political rudeness, lying and crimes against humanity is on the surface. 
Let’s recall the recent events. Under the pretext of Iraq having chemical weapons, the known 
states decided to democratize the country. Where are these chemical weapons? Where is 
the democracy in Iraq? For what was the President of Iraq killed? How is the country doing in
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general, and what is the future of the Iraqi people? Do people live better now? No. 

Did you, the guilty, say that it was a mistake and it would be better to stop? No, you moved 
further. You started with Tunisia and ended in Libya. The scenario is the same. You crucified 
President Gaddafi and destroyed the country. Is Libya better off now? No. Is Libya a 
cohesive state today? Did you, gentlemen, say it was time to stop? No, you are on Syria 
now. Why? Why are you killing people? Why are you throwing a president out of office? How 
does this concern you? Moreover, by destroying Syria you have been destroying the first 
traces of our civilization. Please use this rostrum of the UN General Assembly and tell the 
world community what you want, what you are striving for. 

If we do not stop the bloodshed in Europe, this fratricidal slaughter, if we allow the escalation 
of this conflict, it will be “hot” in the entire civilized world. This will mean another step toward 
a global conflict, and perhaps toward another world war, this time in the center of the civilized
advanced world. Having entered a new millennium we seem to fail to understand how fragile 
the peace and human civilization is. 

I have said all this not to just enumerate notorious events, but because I wanted the powers 
that be to understand one thing. It is obvious that today there is no force that can stop you. 
All of you, however, are religious people, and many of you even pray in public. The Lord sees
everything and he is truthful. What if he gets angry and punishes the guilty? You and your 
people who will innocently suffer because of your ventures. 

I think it is time you stopped. It is necessary to help people from poor countries with clothes, 
medical treatment and education. Feed the hungry, save children’s lives and you will be 
rewarded. 

Mutual estrangement is a feature typical of not only big countries. Many do not even want to 
understand traditions, culture and beliefs of other nations. 

It is clear that the rebalancing of power is a long way to a multipolar world. We will approach 
this goal if we act, not wait idly. 

We must acknowledge that we are different and that every nation, every country has a right 
to choose its own development path. Our diversity is a key to the common progress and the 
success of each of us. 

Such an approach will let us restore trust in our international life. , To achieve this it is 
necessary to meet, engage in a dialogue, and find solutions and ways towards constructive 
cooperation. 

The history teaches us that any state that strives for the sole leadership role without regard 
to the interests of others is ultimately doomed to failure and self-destruction. Any advantage 
at the expense of someone else is short-lived and flawed. 

The conventional wisdom says that you cannot build your happiness on someone else’s pain.

The modern world has been experiencing a crisis of responsibility. In the modern world many
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decisions are based on self-interest and short-term advantages. Steps some states take on 
the international arena do not take into account the reality and individuality of other countries 
and societies. 

I am convinced be it otherwise there would have been no hundreds of human victims in Iraq, 
Libya, Syria and other countries, which generated mass flows of refugees running from war. 
There would have been no Islamic State. There would have been no eruptions of terrorism in
Europe and civil war in Ukraine. This “would-have-been-no” list is long. It is vital to talk about 
it because the people from these countries will not understand us talking about development 
while millions, billions of people wish to survive until the morning at least. 

Only mutual understanding and responsibility, the recognition of our diversity, the renewal of 
trust will help us unite and safeguard peace and security, find effective responses to global 
challenges and threats. 

Mr President, 

As a UN member, I cannot but speak about the crisis of international structures. 

It seems that today their role is to be a place for the states to argue and often to be a means 
of pressure on the states that cannot please the great of the world. 

Have a look at a great number of resolutions passed at the UN. Does the voting help address
conflicts? Does it serve the consolidation of the world community? Do these resolutions 
improve the people’s life? 

Let’s speak frankly: “They do not”. They vote and start dividing. It generates more distrust 
and disunity. 

I am convinced that the UN should not be used for the demonstration of one’s power. It 
weakens the Organization and destroys trust in it, contradicts its very nature and mission. 

It is hardly surprising that the traditional international structures have been playing an 
insufficient role both in the prevention of conflicts and their settlement. 

We should put an end to this malpractice. The UN should be a venue for cooperation, not 
confrontation. 

Only mutual understanding and responsibility, the recognition of our diversity, the renewal of 
trust will help us unite and safeguard peace and security, find effective responses to global 
challenges and threats. 

Such efforts will result in sustainable development of all the states and help enhance the role 
of the United Nations Organization in the global policy. 

Thank you for attention.

from dd.
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This may interest you as well:

---

Kla.TV – The other news ... free – independent – uncensored ...

è what the media should not keep silent about ...
è Little heard – by the people, for the people! ...
è regular News at www.kla.tv/en

Stay tuned – it’s worth it!

Free subscription to our e-mail newsletter here: www.kla.tv/abo-en

Security advice:

Unfortunately countervoices are being censored and suppressed more and more. As long as 
we don't report according to the ideology and interests of the corporate media, we are 
constantly at risk, that pretexts will be found to shut down or harm Kla.TV.

So join an internet-independent network today! Click here: 

www.kla.tv/vernetzung&lang=en

Licence:    Creative Commons License with Attribution
Spreading and reproducing is endorsed if Kla.TV if reference is made to source. No content may be presented out of context.
The use by state-funded institutions is prohibited without written permission from Kla.TV. Infraction will be legally prosecuted.
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